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The purpose of this paper is to study the decomposition of automorphisms 
of Cayley algebras into products of the simplest kind of automorphisms, 
namely, the involutory automorphisms or automorphisms of period 2. \Yhen 
the base field is algebrically closed of characteristic not 2 or 3, it is shown 
that any automorphism is the product of two involutory automorphisms 
(Th. 4). This result is not true for any field (Th. 3), but, if the characteristic 
is not 2 or 3, then any automorphism can be expressed as the product of at 
most 3 involutory automorphisms. 
We take as a starting point N. Jacobson’s study [Z]. The reader should refer 
to it for the well-known results about Cayley algebras and their auto- 
morphisms that we use, The properties of cayley algebras can also be found 
in [3]. 
1. A Cayley algebra C over a field F is a simple alternative algebra 
of dimension 8, with an identity element 1 and an involution -, that is, 
an antiautomorphism of period 2. For any s E C, x.21 = oil where O( E 17 and 
the function N(x) = a: defines a nondcgcnerate quadratic form wit’h the 
property N(xy) = N(x)N(y). 
From now on we will always assume that char F’ + 2. So we define the 
bilinear form associated to :V by 
(x, y) = (1/2)(N(x + y) .- N(X) ~ i\‘(y)). 
I f  the quadratic from has Witt index 0, then C is a division algebra. If  the 
index is not 0, then it is equal to 4 and C is called a split Cayley algebra.. 
4 subalgebra Q of dimension 4 is called a quaternion subalgebra if it 
contains 1 and the restriction of N to Q is nondegenerate, for Q is indeed a 
generalized quaternion algebra. 
An automorphism 5’ of C defines a rotation with respect to the bilinear 
form (x, y) and since it leaves 1 invariant it induces a rotation on the subspace 
C, -= (Fl)-’ the orthogonal complement of F1. I f  S* -. 1, the identity 
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mapping, but S f  1, the elements Q = {x E C : SS = x> form a quaternion 
subalgebra, then C = Q flJ Q L and the orthogonal complement QL == eQ, 
where z is any non-isotropic vector of 2’. Conversely, if Q is a quaternion 
subalgebra the rotation which induces the identity mapping on Q and takes 
the element of Q’ into their negatives is an involutory automorphism of C. 
\Ve will denote this automorphism by Q. 
THEOREM 1. Let C be a Cayley akebsa. If  S is an automorphism of C 
zuhich maps a quaternion subalgebya Q itcto itself, then S is the product oj two 
involutory automouphisms. 
Proof. \Vrite C : Q ($ Q-. Since S induces an automorphism in Q, 
it induces a rotation in Q,‘. Such a rotation can be decomposed into the 
product of two involutons H,H, , where Hi is the rotation of Q,’ which leaves 
invariant the vectors of a non-degenerate plane (see [5], Th. 2). Let ui , zli 
be an orthogonal basis of this plane and let Q, be the quaternion subalgebra 
spanned by 1, ui , vi , uiu . Since Z+V~ E Q, Qi agrees with Hi on Q’. Hence 
s = g1,Q2 . 
COROLLARV I. If an automorphism S of C leaves invariant a nondegenerate 
plane of CO , then it is the producf of two involutory automorphisms. 
Proof, I f  241 , 2 u is an orthogonal basis of the invariant nondegenerate 
plane 
(v2)S = hw~2s) = (%% + W2)(~21Ul + a22u2) 
= %%2 ( - %2a21) %Uz . 
Therefore S leaves invariant the quaternion subalgebra spanned by 
1,~1,~2,UI~2~ 
Since any orthogonal transformation of an anisotropic space of dimension 
n > 2 over a real closed field leaves invariant a plane, we have proved 
COROLLARY 2. If  C is a Cayley division algebra over a real closed jield, 
any automorphism of C is the product of two involutory automorphisms. 
2. To deal with split Cayley algebras we find it useful to work with 
standard bases, For the convenience of the reader we proceed to obtain one. 
First, let us recall that if a, , a, are two orthogonal non-isotropic vectors in C, 
and aa E Ql, where Q is the quaternion subalgebra spanned by 1, a, , a2 , ala2 , 
then (a1a2)a3 = -a1(a2a3). 
Let z be a vector in CO such that N(x) = -1, that is, such that i( 1 - z) 
and $(I + ,z) are idempotents. If  vi is any non-isotropic vector of CO ortho- 
gonal to z, the subspace spanned by 1, x, v1 , vrx is a split quaternion sub- 
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algebra Q and the vectors u1 = z1 + z’iz and w1 = z+ - ~rz are isotropic 
and the product uiwr = -2N(v,)( 1 - 2). 
Let now z’a be any non-isotropic vector in Q-’ and z’:$ = 2o,a,. ‘Then 
z, zii , uli , i = 1, 2, 3, is a basis of CO, where ui = u’i + VEX, wi = vi -- aiz 
are isotropic vectors and (ZQ , wj) = -2S&(ai), sij being the Kronecker 
delta. Xow, if i + j, 
U&j = (Vi + ViZ)(Vj + v+) = 2ViVj - 2(7&z. 
Choosing N(v,) = N(v,) = l/4, which is always possible, we get 
2v,v, = 4v,(v,v,) = v1 , 229, = 4(v,v,) z+ = va . Therefore 
upj = 
wk if (i, j, k) is an even permutation of (1,2,3) 
-wk if (i,j, iz) is an odd permutation of (1, 2, 3). 
Changing z into -z, we see that 
wiwj = sig (i, j, k) uL 
where sig (i, j, k) is the signature of the permutation (i, j, K). 
Moreover, 




u/z = ui and wiz = -wi . (4) 
That is, u1 , ua , ua , span the 3 dimensional space of C, consisting of 
vectors annihilated by left multiplication by the indempotent +(I - z). 
Similarly, [wl , wa , wJ, the subspace spanned by wr , wa , zua , is the subspace 
of C,, annihilate by right multiplication by (1 - z).Hence these subspaces are 
uniquely determined by 2. 
Now (ui , wj) = -&Sij , and for any u E [z+ , u2, ~a] and any w E [wr , wq , w,], 
uw = (u, w)(l - FZ) and wu = (u, w)(l + 2). 
Notice that the subspacc [I, u1 + wr , ua $ wa , ua + wa] = 2 is a quater- 
nion subalgebra. The automorphism z takes z into -x, ui into zli , and wi 
into u, . 
I f  an automorphism S of the split Cayley algebra C leaves invariant the 
vector z it must induce linear transformations in [ur , up , ua] and [z~i , zua , w,,]. 
So let 
uis = /.&,,uj and wis = /zpijwi . (5) 
Since S induces an orthogonal transformation on the subspace spanned by 
the ui , wi , i = 1, 2, 3, we must have that the matrix 
(Pi?) = CC%)“)-’ (6) 
where (e(iJ)t denotes the transpose of (aij). 
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On the other hand (u,S)(ujS) = sig (i, j, K,) w,S shows that & is the 
cofactor Aii of aij in (aij). But from (6) we know that 
& = Aij(det (ayij))-l. 
Hence det (aij) = 1. Now it is immediately seen that if det (aij) = 1, 
taking (,&) as in (6), equations (5) together with 1 S = 1, zS = x, define 
an automorphism of C. 
Any automorphism T of C which takes z into --z is of the form Sz. 
Therefore 
u,T = Zaijwi , w,T = E&uj 
where the matrices (orij) and (&) are unimodular and satisfy (6). Moreover 
such automorphism will be involutory if and only if (0+)(/3~~) = 1, the identity 
matrix. Because of (6) this holds if and only if (aij) is symmetric. 
It is well-known that given a matrix A there exists a symmetric matrix S 
such that SAS-l = At. Then AS-’ = S-lAt = (AS-l)t is also symmetric, 
hence A = (AS-l)S is the product of two symmetric matrices. Conversly, if 
A = S,S, , S, , S, symmetric, then i2t = S,S, = &AS,‘. When the 
minimum polynomial of A equals the characteristic polynomial, any other 
matrix B such that BAB-1 = At is of the form B = Sp(A), where p(A) is 
a polynomial in A, and any such B is symmetric (see [d]). 
I f  T is an automorphism of C, such that zT = z, uiT = Zolijui and we 
can decompose A = (aij) into the product of two unimodular symmetric 
matrices, say A = S,S, , where S, = ($), then if Qj , j = 1, 2, are the 
involutory automorphisms defined by zQj -= --z and uiQ1 = zj-tjwj and -- 
wi& = Zsfjuj, we get T = QIQz . 
THEOREM 2. Let C be a Cayley algebra ovey a field K in which every 
element has a cubic root. Then any automorphism T of C which leaves invariant 
a vector x E C,, such that N(z) =: - 1, is the product of two involutory auto- 
morphisms. 
Proof. \Vc have just seen that if ui7’ == .Z$uj , we only need to find two 
unimodular symmetric matrices S, , S, satisfying S,S, = (aij). We know 
that there always exist two symmetric matrices S; , Si whose product 
S;Si = (aij). Since they are nonsingular and in K every element has a cubic 
root, we take S, = &‘i , S, = eelSi , where 01 E K satisfies the condition 
a3 = (det S&l. 
Suppose that K = Q(w) is the quadratic extension of the field of rational 
numbers Q by a complex cubic root w of 1. Let A be a 3 ,U 3 matrix whose 
minimum polynomial is (X - w)~. Suppose &-2 :m- S,S, , the product 
of two unimodular symmetric matrices, then let B = Cz4C1, where 
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C = diag {a-l, 1, l}, now B = (CS,C)(C-ISaC-r) and det (C-rS,C1) == a2. 
We have recalled above that any other symmetric matrix appearing as the 
second factor in such decomposition is of the form C-W,C-p(B). :Now 
detp(B) = pi, h ence if x3 - 01~ is an irreducible polynomial B is not the 
product of two z&modular symmetric matrices. The same argument can be 
applied to a finite field F containing a root of x2 + x’ -I- 1, since in this case 
we also have elements 01 E F such that x3 - 01~ is an irreducible polynomial in 
F[x]. 
THEOREM 3. For some $elds K there exist automorphisms of the split 
Cayley algebra over K which can not be expressed as the product of two invol- 
utory automorphisms. 
Proof. Let K be a field which contains matrices B = (&) as above, that 
is, have minimum polynomial (X - w)~ and are not expressible as the product 
of two unimodular symmetric matrices. Let T be an automorphism such that 
zT = z, uiT = Z&z+ . Then [z] is the subspace of C, consisting of vectors 
invariant under T. If  T = QIQe any vector in Q’ n Qz” is invariant under T. 
Since dim Qi 1 = 4 and Qi’ C C,, of dimension 7, we have Qr’ n Qz” # 0, 
therefore Qr’ n QaL = [z]. But then the automorphisms Qi must ta.ke z 
into --x and we have just seen that this, being equivalent to decomposing B 
into the product of two unimodular symmetric matrices, is impossible. 
3. Let us recall now some properties of the orthogonal trans- 
formations of a vector space I’ relative to a nongenerate symmetric bilinear 
form in char f  2. I f  C(X) is the characteristic polynomial of an orthogonal 
transformation, then any root of C(X) appears with the same multiplicity that 
its inverse, hence C(X) = &uFc(x-~). In [5] departing slightly from the classical 
terminology we have called such polynomials self-reciprocal. We can 
factorize c(x) in the form 
c(x) = (x - l)‘(X + 1)” P,(X)” *** p&q 
where p,(l) f  0 f  pi(-I), the p,(x) are distinct and irreducible self- 
reciprocal in the sense that they are self-reciprocal and can not be expressed 
as the product of two self-reciprocal polynomials. Then the p,(x) are pairwise 
coprime and have even degree. 
The direct sum decomposition of the vector space into invariant subspaces 
Y = br+ @ Ye @ v, 0 ... @ v, where the characteristic polynomiial of 
the restriction of the transformation to I’+ , V- , Vi is a power of x + 1, 
.X - 1, pi(x) respectively, is an orthogonal direct sum (cf. [5], Corollalry to 
Prop.) If  the transformation is a rotation r’ is even. 
In our case, if S is an automorphism of a Cayley algebra, the restriction of S 
to C, is a rotation and therefore I = 1, 3, 5 or 7. 
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We want to study the automorphisms 5’ with the property that the charac- 
teristic polynomial of the restriction of 5’ to C,, has 1 as a multiple root. We 
have then three possibilities, namely, Y = 3, 5, 7. By studying each one 
of these cases we are going to establish the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4. Let k’ be any field of char f  2, 3. If S is ail automovphism 
of a Cayley algebra ovey K, such that the characteristic polynomial of the restric- 
tion of S to CO is divisible by (x -- 1)2, then S is the product of two involutory 
automorphisms. 
Case 1. r = 3. Then the subspace G; is a nondegenerate 3 dimensional 
space. The invariant factors of the restriction of S to Y+ must have one of 
the following forms, 
(a) x - 1, x - 1, x - 1 
(6) (x - l)“, x - 1 
(c) (x - 1)s. 
I f  (a) holds V+ consist of invariant vectors and by Corollary 1 to Theorem 1, 
S = QlQ:! . 
(b) is impossible, because then S induces in V+ a rotation which leaves 
invariant every vector of a hyperplane, hence it must be the identity (see [I], 
Th. 3.17). 
Assume then that (x - 1)3 is the minimum plynomial. Then we will show 
that the subspace K.l @ V+ is a quaternion subalgebra, therefore by Th. 1 
s = QlQ,2 . 
Choosing an appropriate basis in v+ we have 
us = u, zs = x + au, vs=v+pz+yu 
where u and v  form a hyperbolic pair and Kz is the orthogonal complement 
in V+ of [u, U] (see [I], p. 133). 
Now (uz)S = u(z + au) -= uz. Hence UH = Su. Also 
(uv)S = u(v + pz + yu) = uv + puz, 
that is, (uv)(S - 1)2 = 0; therefore uv E K.l + V+ . Finally 
(23)s = (z + au)(v + pz + yu) = 27;’ i- ctuv + j3.z” + (a! - y) ux, 
which implies that (zv)(S - 1)3 = 0. H ence zv E Kl @ I;+ and this subspace 
is a quaternion subalgebra. 
Case 2. Y == 5. Then the orthogonal complement in C’, of IT+ is a non- 
degenerate invariant plane, thus by Cor. 1 to Th. 1, S = Q,Q2 . A closer 
study will show that this case can not appear. 
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Case 3. Y = 7. To dispose of this case we are going to divide it into two 
subcases. 
(a) (X - 1)7 is the minimum polynomial of the restriction of S to C, . 
(b) (X - 1)’ is not the minimum polynomial. 
Let us take subcase (a). Notice first that the subspace of invariant vectors 
of C, has dimension 1 and must be isotropic. \Ve may assume that u,S = ui , 
where ui belongs to a standard basis. 
I f  un. denotes the linear transformation of C, q. : y  --f yui , we see that 
its kernel is [ur , w2 , wa , 1 - z] and Ker ulr n Co = [ul , wy , w3]. Since 
24,s = u1 ) these subspaces are invariant under S, therefore [ui , ZL’~ , w.J 
and [ul , w2, w3 , z] are the kernels of the transformations (S - 1)” and 
(S - I)” restricted to C,, . 
We want to take a standard basis adapted to our transformation. For this 
purpose let wi be any element of Ker (S - 1)3 not in Ker (S - 1)2 and. write 
w&s := w; -t w; ) zu$!? = 7.~; + u’. Then U’S -= u’ and wlwj = ML’ f  0. We 
define a new basis where wa = UI-%U~, w2 = ,-lwk , u1 = OC-~U. Then 
zuIz.u3 -= ui and u,S = u1 , w,S = w2 + u1 , w,S = wa + w2 . 
We can choose now our z E Ker (S - I)% n C, in such a way that ulz = u1 , 
zuiz :::: zuui and complete ui , w2 , wa , z to a standard basis. 
Since S is an automorphism we have 
(u,S)(zS) = uls, (w2S)(zS) = -w,s, (w3S)(zS) = -w,s 
which give 
xs = z - 2w, - 2w, + 26u, 
In the same way we can find, in the order given below 
u,S=U3-Z+zL~3+(1 +qw2+q1 
u,s = u2 - u3 - SW, - SW, + vu1 
w,S = w1 - u2 + u3 - z - (p + S)w, - (p + 6 f  v)w2 - (V + 13)u, 
= (“2s)(u3s) 
Now if we try to decompose S into Q1Q2 we know that [u] = Q1” n Qzl, 
hence uQ~ = -u. An automorphism which takes u into -u must leave 
invariant the subspaces [u, w2 , za,] and [u, w2 , wa , z]. Hence the restriction 
OfQpto[U1,WP, wa] relative to this basis has a matrix of the form 
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ILIoreover, the equation w2w3 = ur gives 
(au1 + pw2 + Y%)(“‘Ul + P’w2 + y’q) = -u1 
which implies ,l3y’ - y/3’ = - 1. Hence A must have the characteristic roots 
-I, -1, 1. 
So we try the following matrix of square equal 1 
~- 1 0 0 
A= a 1 0 
i 1 
f  p-1 
Since Sga = Q1 should also be an involution we know that 
must have square equal 1. Hence /3 = -(I + CX). 
We are going to find first all the automorphisms T of C whose restriction to 
[Ul , w2 3 wa] relative to this basis is given by the matrix A with /3 = -( 1 + LX). 
That is, 
u,T = -ul, w,T =m w2 + ml , 
m,T = w3 - (1 + a) wz - -&(l + a)~+ 
As before we can find XT, then u,T, then u,T and finally w,T = (uZT)(u3T). 
\Ve obtain 
zT = z - 2aw, - a(1 + w.) wa $ Du, 
u,T = -us + LYZ - a2u3 - w + a2(1 + 4) w2 + PUl 
u,T = u2 - (1 + LX) ua + ; a(1 + LY) z - ; (D + cu2(1 + a)) wa 
- + (20 + 2(1 + a)) + yul 
Now we want to see for which values of D, /3, y, this T is an involutory auto- 
morphism. We get xT2 = x for I = ur , wp , wa , z and 
u,T2 = ux + (iaD - 215) u1 . 
Hence 
p zzz @D (7) 
and with this value of ,6 we fmd u,T” = u2 . 
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Since (Y and D can be arbitrary, we want, if possible, to choose them so that 
ST = T’ is also an involutory automorphism. 
We already know that u,T’ = -ut , w,T’ = wa + (a - l)u, and 
w,T’ = -ws - oiwa - &(a - 1) u, and by direct computation we find 
zT’ = z - 2(~. - 1) wg - a(ol - 1) wa + (o+ - 1) + D - 2Su, 
u,T’ = -ug + (a - 1) z - (a” - 201 + 1) wa 
- $(D - 26 + 01~ - a2)w2 + Q(aD - 40 - 4/~ + 2~y - 201~ + 4cA)u1 
Since this is an automorphism of the same form that T with 01 replaced by 
ol-l,Dbyol(cu-l)+D-2S,and~by~D-4D-4~~+2~-2~a+4~8 
it will be involutory if the equivalent of condition (7) holds. So we obtain 
a3 - (Y - 6016 + 26 + 30 + 4/~ = 0 
Hence if the characteristic of the basic field is not 3 we can take 
D = -&(a3 - a: - 6016 + 26 + 4~) 
and when the characteristic is 3 we get the relation a3 - 01 + 26 + p, = 0 
which may not have a solution if the field is not algebraically closed. 
-- 
So we have shown that if (a) holds the automorphism S = QIQa when the 
characteristic is not three. 
In order to discuss subcase (b) we will first prove the following. 
LEMMA. If (x - I)7 is the characteristic polynomial of the automorphism S, 
but not its minimum polynomial, then S either leaves invariant a quaternion 
subalgebra or there exists two linearly independent isotropic vectors u and w 
invariant under S and such that uw = 0. 
Proof. I f  there exists an invariant non-degenerate plane in C, we alheady 
know that there exists an invariant quaternion subalgebra and therefore 
-- 
S = QlQ2 . On the other hand since (x - 1)7 is not the minimum polynomial 
there exist at least two linearly independent invariant vectors. 
Suppose then that the plane spanned by these two vectors is degenerate. 
If  the radical of the restriction of the bilinear form to this plane has 
dimension 1, there exists an orthogonal basis u, z such that N(u)’ .= 0, 
N(z) f  0. Then if uz $ [u], the vectors u, uz satisfy the conditions. Should 
la = au, then OL f  0 and uz2 = (uz) z = &, so 9 = G.1 and 
N(ol-‘2) = -1. Hence S leaves invariant a vector of norm - 1 and the 
restriction of S to the subspace U = (X E C, 1 x(o~-?z) -: X> has 1 as a charac- 
teristic root since u E U, and we know that the same is true of the restriction 
of s to V = {x E c, 1 x(31-%) :-= -A,. *\ Let zi E 1’ such that ZS = v, since 
uz: = (u, v)( 1 - i~-‘z) if (u, v) f  0, the vectors 1, u, z’, z span an invariant 
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quaternion subalgebra and if (u, U) = 0, the pair u, z’ satisfies the condition 
stated in the lemma. 
If the invariant plane is totally isotropic, let ~1, v  be a basis. Then if uv :- 0 
we are done and if uv f  0, the pair u, UZ‘ satisfies the requirements. This 
completes the proof of the lemma. 
So it remains to show that if S leaves invariant two linearly independent 
isotropic vectors whose product is 0, 5’ is the product of two involutory 
automorphisms. Such two vectors can be taken as the ur and w2 of an appro- 
priate standard basis, and the most general automorphism leaving these two 
vectors invariant is of the following form 
24,s = IQ ) w,s = ZL’Z ) w,s := w3 + awe + pu, 
zs -:z+2pw, +2pQ, u,s -:: us + pw2 + -ypl 
u,s = IL2 - otus + pz - pw3 + (p’ - op) w2 -{- su, 
w,s = WI ~ pu3 -!-pz-yW3-(S ~i~~r-P~)w,+(CL2--py)ul 
One also finds that the most general automorphism which takes ur and w2 
into their negatives is the following, 
u,T- -ul, w,T = -wo 
w,T r= a+ -j- Aw, + Bu, 
zT = x f 2Bw, + 2&‘u, 
u,T = us j- Mwa + Cu, 
u,T = -ug + Au, - B; - Mw, + (AM - BZ) w2 + Du, 
ZL~,T = (u,T)(u,T) 
This automorphism T is involutory if and only if 
AC-AIB-2D=O (8) 
Hence we can take any il, B, C and M, then D is determined by (8). 
As for the automorphism T’ = ST we get 
u,T’ = -u; , w,T’ = -w; 
zc3T’ = zo3 .;- (A-1 ~ a) z+ + (B - /3) ul 
2T’ = z + 2(B - /3) zcz .1 2(M ~ p) u1 
u,T’ = ug + (M -- ,L) zoz + (C ~ y) ZQ 
u,T’ = -u2 + (A - a) u3 - (B - /3) z + (M -- p) w; 
+ ((A - a)(M - p) ~- (B - /I)“) w2 
+ (D - 6 - UC + 2fi12’I - /d) u1 
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Therefore T’ will be involutory if 
(.3 ~~- a)(C - y) - (M - /L)(B - p) - 2(LI - 6 - otc + 2/3nr - /LB) = 0 
If 1’ is involutory, that is, if (8) holds, this reduces to 
When char K 1 3 we can find values of A, B, C and M satisfying this 
equation unless OL = y  = ,u = ,R = 0 and 6 + 0. But in the latter case the 
quaternion subalgebra [l , ug , wQ , z] is invariant under S. So in subcase (b) 
it is also true that S -= QIQz and the theorem is proved. 
4. Let K be an algebraically closed field of characteristic #: 2, 3. 
Then if the hypothesis of Theorem 4 does not hold for an automorphism S, 
the subspace of C,, consisting of invariant vectors has dimension one and is 
nondegenerate, hence it contains a vector of norm -1 and we can apply 
Theorem 2. So our results give the following. 
THEOREM 4. Let C be a Cayley algebra over an algebraically closema’ field 
of characteristic # 2, 3. Then any automorphism of C is the product <of two 
involutory automorphisms. 
We have already seen that if we do not impose any conditions on the field 
the result does not hold. For the general case the best result is given by 
THEOREM 5. Let C be a Cayley algebra over afield of characteristic-f 2,3. 
Any automorphism of C can be exppressed as the product of at most three involutory 
automovphisms. 
hoof. I f  the hypothesis of Theorem 3 does not hold, let 2; be an invariant 
non-isotropic vector in C,, . Let t be non-isotropic and orthogona,l to v. 
Take t’ non-isotropic an orthogonal to [I, V, t, vt]. Then Q3 = [l, 1, t’, tt’] 
is a quaternion subalgebra which defines an automorphism which takes v  
into --%I and induces a reflection on the subspace [l, a]‘. Since the auto- 
morphism S& induces a reflection in this subspace it leaves invariant a 
nonzero vector z.’ E [ 1, v]~. If  z” is non-isotropic then S& = Qrpz , because 
it leaves invariant the quaternion subalgebra [I, n, u’, vv’]. Should v’ be 
isotropic, then Sg, satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 3, so we get again --- 
SQ, :z QrQ, , that is, S = Q1QzQ3 . 
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